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It is with great sadness that I inform our club members of the loss of one of our own
amongst the P76 fraternity.
Queensland P76 club member and strong supporter of our club Neville Humpherys, lost his
wife Sonia on the 25/9/16
Her passing was sudden as a result of complications. It is at these times we realise how
precious life is.
Our thoughts and support go out to Neville and his Family at this difficult time.

Editorial
Fellow Pnuts
Hey Guess what…..its spring. How good is that!! Time to get a km or two under the belt of our P’s,
get them out of hibernation. At least that’s the plan. Mine however is parked up in the shed at the
moment. Leaking petrol where the fuel pick up and float go into the tank. Need to resolder the small
return pipe and make a new rubber gasket seal, old one being just plain old and hard. Making sure I
get the correct rubber suitable for fuel. I was driving it the other day and suddenly the interior dome
light cover decided it didn’t like the view and fell to the floor to get a different perspective on the
interior of the car, there you go, another fix it job on the list.
Well, word has it that the Leyland BMC club are now planning an Easter trip to Tassie next year.
What a coincidence, mmm, did they learn we were to and someone said hey, I’ve a good idea.
Really though, it’s good that another club with the same patent company as ours is thinking of coming
down. It’s my opinion that the more cars you can get out there to an event to show case to the public
the better.
Whilst it’s great to see the two clubs heading south I think its ok for both clubs to tour separately. You
very rarely can please all the people all the time, what they may wish to get out of the tour may well
be completely different to ours. In saying that though, I think it would be important for both clubs to
be able to meet up whilst in Tassie. Here is an opportunity to get some really good media coverage
for both clubs. The more cars you have at a get together the more likely the media will take notice.
Let’s hope our two clubs can work together here and arrange a communal get together over that
Easter weekend in 2017. Personally, I would also like to see all p76 members going to Tassie next
year sticking together and not splitting up between the BMC club and us.

Whilst on our road trip in Tassie
next year you may come across
some local place like these on
this map.
I also had an inquiry from one
of our members regarding the
roads we will be travelling on.
I can tell you all that the roads
proposed for the Tour de
Tassie are all sealed bitumen
roads. The Tour will not be on
dirt roads.
Still on the Tour, the proposed
lunch at St. Helens has been
moved to the township of St.
Marys instead.

Association of Motoring Clubs Inc. (AOMC)
______________________________________________________________________________________________

I received the latest Association of Motoring Clubs Inc. (AOMC) Newsletter a few weeks ago. The
following are some interesting points from the Newsletter.
How to display any number plate in Victoria:
All vehicles registered in Victoria must have number plates that are:
a) clearly visible from a distance of 20m
b) displayed at the front and back of the vehicle
All number plates should be:
a) affixed in an upright position
b) no more than 1.3m off the ground
c) clean
d) free from covers, tints or other reflective
surfaces that could interfere with plate
reading devices.
Your number plates should be visible from 20m up to a 45-degree angle when viewed from the rear
and front of the vehicle.
Under the Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009, there are 2 potential offences.
a) Penalty offence code 8384, stipulates 2 infringement penalty points, or $311.00
(2016/2017) for use of vehicle with altered, incorrect or misrepresented number plate.
b) Penalty offence code 8386, stipulates 1 infringement penalty point, or $155.00 and also 3
demerit points for use of vehicle where number plate not affixed or displayed in accordance
with regulations.
Reporting a CPS vehicle
If you see a vehicle that either:
a) Should not be on the Victorian Club Permit Scheme
b) Has an “H” plate when it should have an “M” plate
c) Is operating outside the terms of the permit (e.g. number of days, used for commercial
gain)
Then send:
a) A photo of the vehicle
b) The time, date and location that the photo was taken
c) The reason you believe an offence has occurred
d) Your name, address and phone number
To:

AOMC 1/3 Edgecombe Court, Moorabbin, 3189
Or email to: secretary@aomc.asn.au

The AOMC will check that the information provided is complete and correct, and will pass it on
to VicRoads. The AOMC will NOT pass on your details (unless asked by VicRoads), and then
only with your permission. The AOMC will not guarantee that they will report back on the
outcome of your notification.

Information courtesy of AOMC Newsletter August 2016 – Issue 133

Letters to the Editor
_______________________________________________________________________________________

P76 powered airplane!! …… article from Trevor Brown
I recently went over to Ballarat to see an airplane with a p76 v8 engine fitted to it. I have known the
fellow who built it for a while, as i have supplied him a few parts over the years. He built it himself 16
years ago and has flown it quite a lot in that time. He told me one trip from Perth took 8hrs + fuel
stops, and it cruises at 160 mph. As you can see by the photos the propeller drives off the flywheel
thru a wide belt. The aircraft has many modifications to motor for safety ie twin ignition, oil filters,
carburettor & cooling system.
Recently the motor was removed and put on dyno. It was putting out 150 HP @ 3000 RPM. Motor is
still pretty much standard, other than a different cam shaft.
The workmanship is a credit to this guy.
I have a question Trev. Is there anywhere you can stow a 44-gallon drum?

Coming Events/Social Pages
Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria &
Tasmania 2014/2015 Club Event Schedule

2 October 2016

VIC

Club run to Werribee Zoo

Meet at zoo entrance at 10am

16 October 2016

VIC

CLUB CONCOURS

Held at Caribbean Gardens

21-23 October 16

VIC

Motorclassica Australian
International Concours d’Elegance
& Classic Motor Show

Royal Exhibition Building
9am – 6pm 9am - 9.30pm

9am – 5pm

30-October 2016

VIC

Classic Custom Car & Bike
Show

Berwick Show Grounds from 8.30am

6-November 16

VIC

Classic Car & Bike Show

Pirra Homestead Lara 9am till 2pm

20 November

VIC

Festival of Wheels

Moorabbin Airport Air Museum 10am to 4pm

4-December 16

VIC

Show Us Ya Wheels

Numurkah Show grounds 7am till 3pm

22 Jan 2017

VIC

2 Annual Northern Car/Bike
Show & Shine

2-Oct 2016

TAS

Rock N Rods

Longford Show grounds

16-Oct 2016

TAS

Britain to Bunna car show

The Village 20 Melbourne street Triabunna from 10am

23-Oct 2016

TAS

Westbury Car Show

10am till 3pm

6-Nov 2016

TAS

Festival of Wheels

Tolosa Park Glenorchy

7-Nov 2016

TAS

Ulverstone Car Show

Ulverstone show grounds 9.30am till 3.00pm

13-Nov 2016

TAS

Cars on the Coast

Triabunna Sports Oval from 10am

11-December 16

TAS

Shannons Classic Car Charity
Run

Campbell Town Memorial Oval 10.30am till 2.30pm

14-January 16

TAS

Bridport Show & Shine

Bridport Village Green 10am till 3pm

nd

Cole Reserve from 8am

If people have any ideas for future runs or places of interest please let Trevor know
Contact details on second page of ABA

La página de Presidentes
In the Driver’s (Captains) Seat.

Since our last meeting I have fielded a number of phone calls (mostly from non-members about V8
engine gaskets and parts). I also had one approach for a P76 to be involved in a Project which I
passed on to Ken Western (Ken might like to discuss this).

There has been some info on Facebook about the
fact that the Leyland BMC Club have now also decided
to go to Tassie over Easter in 2017. I am sure they would
like to meet up with us there.

The parts inquiries again highlighted the fact that Victoria is
the “go-to” club for anything Leyland. The people that rang
were from Queensland, NSW and WA with only one from
Victoria. The engines were in trucks buses and Triumph
Stags. All enquires were for Valley Gaskets and bearings.
image only

I have not heard back for some time and
will arrange a telephone hook-up ASAP
as clearly the National Collective is doing
little in this regard. Nick informed that the
Strut order is being processed so this will
be a good thing.

Image only

Please remember if there is anything you need me to do I am happy to do it.
regards

John Ernst

Member Articles
Skeletons in the Blackberry Bushes

- Mystery solved by Martyn Hayes

When I moved to my new home in Tassie I found two Car wrecks hidden in the blackberry bushes down the back. One
I identified as a Mk1 Ford Cortina (Ho Hum) however the other had me intrigued.
From the Ident plate I could see if was made in
Zetland (Like the beloved P76) but by Nuffield twenty
years sooner. The wreck is dismembered and badly
beaten up but its features had me thinking it was a
Morris Major (Bit like trying to identify a badly
decomposed body from dental records). I noted that
it had a 6 Cylinder engine which intrigued me as I was
not aware there were any models from this maker
with 6 Cylinder engines. After I bit of research I
identified it as a Morris ISIS.
The Series I Isis was launched in 1955 as a
replacement for the Morris Six MS. It featured a sixcylinder engine, the 2.6 L (2639 cc/161 in³), 86 bhp
(64 kW) C-Series unit from the Austin Westminster.
Unlike the Westminster, the Isis had a single SU
carburettor. The four-speed gearbox had a column
change and was available with an optional BorgWarner overdrive unit.
The car was based on the 4-cylinder Morris Oxford
series II, sharing its almost-unibody shell and torsion
bar front suspension. The wheelbase and front end
were lengthened to accept the larger straight-6
engine, and a "woody" 2-door estate version was also
available. With the strong engine, the Isis could reach
90 mph (145 km/h).
Unlike its sister car, the Austin Westminster, which
enjoyed moderate success against the volume-selling
Ford and Vauxhall sixes of the time, sales were poor,
with only 8,500 sold. So my find turned out to be a
rare car but unfortunately there's not much left to
form any part of a restoration.
The Morris Isis Series II was based on the Morris
Oxford series III body but with longer wheelbase and
front wings and bonnet to accommodate the 6cylinder engine.

In line with changes to the corresponding Oxford line,
BMC redesigned the Isis for 1956 with updated
styling including a more elaborate mesh grille,
chrome side strips and small fins. The engine power
increased to 90 bhp (67 kW). An automatic
transmission option was also added. The manual
version had a four-speed box operated by a short
gearstick on the right-hand side of the front bench
seat. The handbrake lever was just behind the
gearstick. Sales remained weak, and the line ended in
1958.
MMM…what a beautiful looking car!

A deluxe saloon with overdrive
tested by British magazine The
Motor in 1956 had a top speed of
90 mph

(140 km/h)

accelerate

from

and

could

0–60 mph

(97 km/h) in 17.6 seconds. A fuel
consumption of 26.2 miles per
imperial

gallon

(10.8 L/100 km;

21.8 mpg-US) was recorded. The
test car cost £1025 including taxes.
The overdrive unit had added £63
to the price.
These cars are obviously still around
but I would imagine in small
numbers…… a google search found
the above picture; the only one I
could find of a local example in its
dusty but former glory.
In this day and age I don’t think any
car maker would contemplate
giving a car a name such as ISIS for
obvious reasons

Hobart Car Show……article by the Editor
Earlier this year Nick, Greg and myself attended the annual Hobart car show. Once again we were
blessed with beautiful weather. As usual I met up with the boys early and we travelled in convoy to
the event. We parked up, set up shop and then set off for a coffee after a little chit chat.

It’s always interesting when attending these events how you tend to ease drop on conversations
while having a look around. At least that’s what I find myself doing inadvertently. I reckon
sometimes you just happen to pick up on a word, or phrase that jumps out at you from nowhere and
attracts your attention. One such occasion happened while I was talking to both Nick and Greg
behind our cars.
The word Leyland, followed closely by worse car ever made, caught my attention,
I tuned into the conversation. It seems a self-appointed expert whom I shall call
Mr. Arsehole was giving his mates the run down on the P76, of course none of it
being true. We’ve heard it all before but every now and then they can still hit a
nerve. I chose to ignore him, but on reflection I wish I had of educated him on how
good the P76 is and embarrassed him in front of his mates. I certainly didn’t let him
dampen the day.
There was of course a good turnout of cars, and I
always seem to find myself drawn to the rat rods. I
think they are quite interesting and wonder how on
earth some of them ever get registered.

Hobart Car Show cont.

My Trip to Addison’s Garage …… article by the editor.
I first became aware of the Addison garage, like most of us, through local club members. At the
time, rumours about Addison’s garage were plenty. My impression of this place was, right or wrong,
based on these rumours. As it turns out mostly wrong I reckon. For some reason I had it in my
head that Addison was based in Sydney. Well close, how about two hours south of Sydney in
Kiama. This is what happens when you get an image in your head based on unclear information,
but it’s what I thought up until just recently. Along with this I imaged shop type shed with rows and
rows of shelving all clogged up with spare parts plus shipping containers brimming with parts. Well,
all that is only partly true.
A few months ago I felt the need to visit my 87-year mum at her nursing home in Nowra. I thought
it would be a good idea to visit Addison’s garage at the same time and pick up some parts that Nick
and I had purchased on eBay from Wyn. This would save her the trouble of posting them down to
Tassie. It was at this time I thought of checking out exactly where the garage was in Sydney. Well,
wouldn’t you know it, the garage was at Kiama just 30min drive north of Nowra, you bewdy.
My sister picked me up from Sydney airport and we headed off on our 2-hour drive to Nowra. We
did a drive by of Addison’s Garage on the way, just so I knew where in Kiama it was. I was visiting
from Friday to Monday and took advantage of this to visit mum each day and spend some quality
time with her. I rang Wyn Addison and arranged to pick up the parts on Sat.
I was greeted at the door to the shed by a great looking Labrador dog by the name of Diesel. I
gave him a pat and entered. My whole impression of the Addison Garage was then thrown out the
window. This place was nothing like the image in my head. My first thought was “how are you
going to sort this lot out.” I was then greeted by Wyn and Craig. Wyn showed me Nicks parts and
explained she had not had the time to gather all of mine together yet. Understandable I thought, as
she has a full time job, so between that and trying to sort out the garage, well, she wouldn’t have
time to scratch herself as they say.
Wyn did a search for my parts that afternoon
and managed to find those that I won on eBay.
I helped Wyn sort out some parts for the stock
take over that afternoon. Before I left we
started sorting through some window scrappers.
I don’t like leaving a job half done so it was
agreed I go back that evening to help finish the
sorting of them. In total it took over 4 hours to
sort through the window scrappers. This might
give you an idea of the enormity of the job Wyn
has ahead of her. That was just one collection
of parts amongst hundreds if not thousands.
Basically speaking, Wyn has to do a stock take
of all the stock within the shed, starting from scratch.
Yes that’s right each part on each shelf in each box
etc. When you have a floor area of over 300 square
metres, jam packed to the rafters with boxes and
shelves of parts, this is no easy task. On top of this,
imagine trying to list everything when you don’t have
a clear idea of what stuff is. Wyn’s best friends are
the factory parts books, but there are so many of
these for lots of the different models and there
currently is nowhere to shelve them in easy reach
to find the one you want.

The Original Shed pup SOX on patrol.
The Shed is narrow walk ways with
mountains of stuff on either side.

I visited the shed 3 to 4 times over the weekend, each time giving a hand to Wyn and Craig sorting
out some of the parts. By the way it’s just not P76 parts that are there but also other car parts. Wyn
was kind enough to give me a guided tour of the shed, including the mezzanine floor area. Part of
the stock take is not only cataloguing the parts but also where they are located within the sheds. At
the time this goes to print, the certainty of them being able to stay in the shed is very
unclear.
By the way there are a couple of shipping containers they haven’t even looked at yet. The stock
take of all these parts is monumental. It’s true the shed has a lot of NOS parts.

After visiting the shed I would say probably let them be for a bit, watch eBay and their Facebook
Page & Group Addison’s Garage Shed Cleanout for a while, till they get a bit more of the stocktake
done. This will be entered into a database, which will be added to as they move through the stuff in
the shed and then other sites they have stuff stashed. Of course putting stuff on eBay takes time
out from sorting and stocktaking, which in turn takes time out from being able to list up stuff for
eBay. Later there may be an option for ordering stuff that is in the database, but please, if this does
become available just be patient when ordering, Wyn will always try her best to fulfil your order.

Shed pups Sox and Diesel on Shed & Ball watch with me, and yes that’s a classic P76 T-shirt I’m
wearing, and all those shelfs are yet to be sorted, just a fraction of what’s there.

My Trip to Western Australia……article by the Editor.
A couple of months ago my wife and I planned a trip to Western Australia. It was only a short visit
flying in on a Sunday and out on the following Saturday. The idea was to catch up with the
youngest daughter and her partner. We had a great time, but of cause, I had more on my agenda
they just a family get together. How could I pass up this opportunity whilst in WA and not meet up
with the WA P76 members. Another item on my agenda was to check out the Force 7 at the Motor
Museum of Western Australia, this will be the subject of an article in another issue of ABA.
I rang James Mentiplay and pre warned him that I was coming over a few weeks before we arrived.
By chance on the Monday they were having their monthly meeting, I was able to go along to the
meeting that evening. I arranged to meet with James and a few other members at the local pizza
shop before the meeting. I headed off to the pizza shop hoping I was going to the correct venue. I
rocked up around 6.30pm knowing I was in the right place, why, because there were 5 P76’s parked
outside. I walked in to find their owners enjoying a bit of tucker. As James said, “we love our P76’s
and drive them because of it.” It was really cool to see all these P76’s out on the street and even
more when we arrived at the club room they use at the local sports oval. 15 members including
myself attended the monthly meeting.
I was invited to take the floor near the end of their meeting. I took that opportunity to talk about
what was happening with our club and upcoming events. We had a general discussion on how our
clubs run and the challengers we face. The guys were very interested in the progress of my Force
7 and so filled them in on the rebuild. It was a great question and answer time. After that the
meeting was declared closed. I was humbled by the comments from the members after the
meeting. They all really enjoyed the conversation and wished I could stay longer and go on a run
with them the following weekend. That will have to wait till next time guys. The members and
especially James made me feel very welcome and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them
all for their hospitality.

The names of the guys in the photo from left to right are: Alan Barnes, Eric Woodwards, Dennis Woodwards,
Marcus Flegg, Roger Patten-Willams, Mick Le Cocq, Adam Woodwards, Adrian Carr, Gary Mentiplay, James
Mentiplay, Chris Kiosses, Dave Bryan, Paul Banham and Colin Flegg.

Member Cars_____________________________
Our feature car this issue belongs to Amanda Cossens……article by Amanda.
The P76 has been in my blood for ever! My parents owned a Bitter Apricot (Mum can’t remember
which model) when I was a toddler. In 1979 they moved from Melbourne to a small country town in
Western Victoria, only to find half a dozen farmers also had one! Great for carting hay bales
apparently!
A very proud owner with her cool P76
and a number plate with a statement!

Just after I turned 16 my parents
bought me a Super in NV Green for
$600 as my first car. Their reason – it
was a solid (i.e. tough!), reliable car
Over the next few years my family
were members of the club, and I can
remember going to a couple of events.
In the early 90’s I headed off to
University in Warrnambool with my
car, which became widely known by
many in the district. People used to
stop me and say ‘you’re the girl who
owns that green car’, others would
refer to it as the ‘green limousine’ and
the police used to pull me over
frequently and question me for driving
a V8. She was definitely a head
turner.

Unfortunately, due to increase
upkeep costs, I sold her in the
late 90’s …(what a pity Amanda) but after
watching Eric Bana’s movie I was inspired
to start searching for another. (brilliant!)
Whilst waiting to find my perfect
car, over the last few years I’ve
collected a variety of books and
manuals, and couldn’t resist
grabbing the personalised plates
when I realised they were available.
I’m currently getting her Targa wheels
restored, so there’s every chance
she’ll sparkle even more.

What do I love about them? What’s not to love about them! They look great, are unique, are
a great talking point and were extremely hard done by in their time. And most of all, they
make me happy.

Amanda, Go girl !!

_______________________________________________________________________________

Parts/Tech Review

Welcome to another Parts/tech Review.
I would like to draw your attention to a problem that a few of us may have come across from
time to time. The old door window falling into the inner door trick. Yep, when those guides
let go from the window that’s where your glass ends up, at the bottom of the door. So what
do we do, how do we go about fixing those guides back on? You may be fixing the window
in your car or you might be fixing a guide to a spare window you have lying round.

Our club web page has copies of the original tech notes that can help you re-locate the
guides in their correct position. See diagrams above. They also recommend certain
adhesives to use to bond the guides to the glass. After 40yrs and a bit of R&D I believe
adhesives have improved to what they were back in 1973.
I have used the following adhesive with great success. I sourced it from OBriens Autoglass
(found all over Australia) I was told, once it is cured, I would have to break the glass to get
the guide off, point taken. Of course preparation is the key to the success of any adhesive.

This adhesive is known as Automotive Mirror Adhesive.

Your first step should be to thoroughly clean the glass where the guide will be positioned. It is
important to use a cleaner that will not leave a film of its own. I find wax and grease remover ok for
this application. Even a bit of paint thinner first followed by the W&G remover next is ok.
Next clean the back of the guide. I have used 800 or 1200 wet and dry which seems to work well
giving the back of the guide a nice surface for the adhesive to bond to. I find the best method is to
place the grit paper on a smooth flat surface and run the guide over it.

Next, following the dimensions from the Technical Notes and mark where the location of the guide
goes on the window. The horizontal line will be the centre of the guide and the vertical line the
running edge, see pic below.
I used a permanent maker to draw on the window. This can be easily removed later if need be with
wax and grease remover.
Centre lines
and marks
line up

Centre lines
and marks
line up

Vertical line
in line with
front of guide
Once you have done that, brush the primer onto the window where the guide will sit. After that put a
drop or two of adhesive on the back of the guide. Spread out the adhesive evenly over the back of
the guide. When that has been done accurately place the guide on the window. You only have
about 30 secs before it sets, but that is long enough to line it up. Hold the guide in place until it
sets.
That’s it all done. To make sure its reached its structural integrity wait till the following day before
putting the window into service. If you have done your preparation correctly, you will not be
disappointed.

STRUT PIVOT - STRUT TOP BUSHES.
Your Club now has New Strut Top Bushes for sale made from Engineered Nylon Compound suited to
high pressure low speed application in dirty environments. The Bushes also come with New Stainless
Steel Crush Tubes.

$40.00 per set (Members Only Price)

GENERAL FITTING GUIDE
Please use these hints and tips along with any professional advice when fitting the bushes.
1. Clean all paint, rust and rubber deposits from the bore of the Strut Top.
2. Inspect for damage, pitted or worn Strut Top.
3. After fitting the bush if required resize the bush bore by removing some material so that the
tube can be pushed into the bush by hand.
4. Use a PTFE BASED lubricant.
5. COAT all bush surfaces designed to pivot such as the flange face and internal bore of the
bush.
6. Tighten all bolts and nuts as per Leyland specifications whilst the vehicle is at normal ride
height.

BOOT MATS NOW AVAILABLE

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

The P76 Owners Club of Victoria and Tasmania are pleased to announce that we have
remanufactured P76 boot mat's which are now available. The mats are made from superior
Urethane rubber with the correct factory surface finish.

Vic/Tas Club Member Price $170 ea
Other Club Members $180ea.
To place your order please contact Brian Carte on 0407400468. It is preferred that Greater
Melb Metro members pick up their purchases, as these are very difficult to pack and freight.
For country interstate and across the “dutch” club members, Postage/Freight will be advised
depending on destination location however you should allow $20 to $30
Payments can be made to Bendigo Bank Acc Name Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria Inc
BSB 633000 AccNo. 129542155 Please ensure that you indicate you’re Name in the Payment
Description.

CLASSIFIEDS
Parts Trader

Windscreens -The Victorian Club has new Laminated Windscreens in stock priced at $185 Ea. Please contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).

Z295 V8 Air Filter Cartridges – We have a stock of original fit airfilters for sale at $35 each. These are no
longer being manufactured by RYCO Please contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).
V8 Ignition Points- The club has recently managed to procure the a number of P76 V8 Points. There is mixture of
Echlin CS217V, Repco L20, Bosch GL27 contact sets. These are available to Members Only. If you want a set Please
contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).
P76 V8 Engine Main Bearing Sets . With the closure of ACL the
Club has made a last ditch purchase of engine bearing sets for the P76
V8 Engine.
Bearings are available in .010 and .020 oversize at $130 per set
Please contact Brian Carte Parts and Tech

P76 Restoration Decals
Due to demand from a number of P76 enthusiasts, I have re made some of the Leyland restoration decals that
complement the Engine Bay Decals offered by the Vic/Tas Clubs. Windscreen decals have been re manufactured with
extra UV resistant materials to the Original Design.
•

To Club Members the prices are as follows

•

Quality OK panel and Paint $5.00

•

“I’m Driving the Car of the Year” internal reversed decal $20.00

•

Leyland Part number decal (a new one) where you can write in the part number you are displaying $5.00

•

Leyland Australia 2 sided Service decal (with use Castrol oil) on the inside (a new one) $10.00

•

Radiator inhibitor decal (Rolls Royce). Limited stock $15.00

•

Leyland Part number on a 1.25 metre roll. The "L" symbol in the Leyland logo is missing. This can be used as
bunting or cut down to do part numbers (on NOS parts that the labels have fallen off!) $10.00

Postage on all these is $1.00 per each on individual orders (bubble wrapped and cardboard outers). On large orders,
say 5 total I will pack and post for free.
Please email me directly with your name and address and my CBA bank account details are 7000 00685400. Contact
Nick Kounelis 0418882043

Under Bonnet and Front End Decal Set. The Vic club has reproduced the underbonnet Decals ideal for that
restoration of the engine bay where invarably the original decals are damaged or destroyed on removal. The decals
are printed on Metalic Silver and include;
•

Type Pressure Chart

•

Emmissions Control Label

•

Radiator Coolant Label . Both Types

•

Hot Run Tested and Electronically Tuned Label

•

Warning Label – Alternator Fitted with Negative Earth

•

Front Guard side Badge Replacement Exec/Leyland/Super/Deluxe and Six/V-Eight

Due to the reflective surface the Decals are difficult to photograph and appear blurred. Sold Items are good quality.

$20 per set If you want a set Please contact Brian Carte Parts and Tech.
For Sale two Leyland 4 Speed Gearbox
Both gearboxes are condition unknown and therefore suitable for reco. One gearbox comes with 6 cyl Bell Housing
($250) the other without Bellhousing($150). Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)
V8 VRS Gasket Sets Come Complete with Valley Cover gasket and rubber seals Limited Stock $250 Contact Brian
Carte (Parts and Tech)
VRS Gasket Set Conversion (Crank Case Overhaul) 60$ Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

Mentiplay Leyland

_________________________________________________________________________________________

After 30 long years of waiting, the famous Torony extractors are available again. Developed by P76
Sporting Car Club members Joe Torony and Paul Patten for their famous Budgie P76 race car in the
early 1980’s, the Torony extractors are the only aftermarket extractor developed specifically for the
P76 V8. The Torony extractors were developed after many hours spent on the Dyno, ensuring that
there were substantial performance gains. On a standard V8 engine, the Torony extractors were
gaining an extra 18% in torque with the correct tuning. These extractors are available now
exclusively through Mentiplay Leyland.
Mild Steel: $600.00
Stainless Steel: $800.00

Urethane Steering Couplings:
$40 plus $5 postage and packaging.

Gearbox Urethane Gearbox Mounts
$170 plus $10 postage and packaging
Contact James Mentiplay
Mentiplay Leyland
Phone: 0408 918 127
Email: leylandp76@westnet.com.au
Anything But Expensive

Parts Wanted

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WANTED Chasing brown deluxe interior trim. Especially front bench and rear upper seat.
Long shot but also rubber interior matting. Any three speed stuff such as column and gear linkages.
Reasonable prices will be paid.
Call Will 0428 111 991 or wernst76@gmail.com
WANTED Original Leyland 8 track tape player
Please contact David 0409 675 648
WANTED Leyland P76 Super/Deluxe Boot Mat –
Used but in good condition for age.
Please contact Ray Ikin 03 51766086
WANTED(1) Set of GC P76 Window Seals Inner @ Outer.
(2) Under Dash Conduit (Large size from Box to Vent) 1x needed only.
(3) W/Screen Trim Front Top Section only x1 GC
(4) Original Boot Rubber Mat in GC
Contact Michael Hare Mob- 0401092265
WANTED ACCESSORIES
Wire Headlight Accessory Guards for a Super
Force 7 Steering Wheel
Contact Philip McCumisky 0408 842 800
WANTED V8 4 SPEED MANUAL TAIL SHAFT
I am partway through converting the General Lee to a 4 speed manual, I have the box, the bell housing, the
pedals, but no tail shaft my phone number is 0410424695 if anyone can help out. Thanks.

Vehicle Trader

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vehicle Wanted

I'm looking for a V8 executive or preferably a Targa, either transmission I don't mind. I would prefer a completed
restored car, but would also consider a refurb job Contact Rob Calvert Newcount 0419 885 189

Vehicle for Sale
Omega Navy Targa Florio V8
$1000 The car is at Rye Victoria

Contact Mike on 0412494489

Omega Navy Targa Florio V8
Power Steering, Factory air, Unreg.$4000.
Contact Bill Robson 0412 429 714. Located in Nowra NSW

FOR SALE.
LEYLAND P 76 SUPER SEDAN
ENG. NO. 4400/1080 VIN NO. P76 076 A4S3 M44 12/73.
Car has done 46k since undergoing a total and complete re-build in all areas, mechanical,
suspension, trim, electrics, paint.
Car now runs up rated five litre fully balanced and well modified but reliable street engine,
commodore oil filter conversion, front suspension and radiator. Five speed manual trans, four wheel
disc brakes, full extractor system, two barrel Holley carby, street camshaft, up-rated electrics,
electronic ignition, column two speed washer/wipers, heater, under dash air con (very cold), new klm.
Speedo, RPM counter. Drag way five spoke mag. wheels eight inch rear, seven inch front , koni adj.
shocks all round, up rated competition type coil springs, heavy duty sway bars front and rear.
Kenwood radio and ten stack CD player (in boot), external metal sun visor, driver’s side tinted
weather shield, H4 headlights, aircraft clear glass landing lights, wire headlight guards.
All interior trim including door cards have been re-trimmed and done in a soft velour type trim single
tone coffee colour, Imperial leather bolsters. Exterior is original Nutmeg colour but done in two pack.
The roof interior has been done in a darker coffee colour felt. New full floor interior carpet. It has
modified interior roof light, standard half console, fire extinguisher, external rear window louvre, new
door rubbers, original factory accessory insect screen.
The car comes with books and known previous history. This is a very quick, reliable, very economical
and an excellent handling car. Fully Vic.reg. expires Nov.2016 and with correct period issue plates
LPQ-000 . This really is a regretful sale, needs a younger dedicated owner now.
Some spares are available with the sale and are included in the price.
P76 Club members first offer. If not sold, car will be put on the open market.
Photos available via email to genuine interested party.
Phone 03 54 84 2020, P76 Vic. Club Member, evenings. $20,000.00 ono .

FOR SALE....
LOW VOLUME BUILD...380 UNITS....LEYLAND DELUXE FOUR SPEED MANUAL V8 SEDAN.
Build plate details...3/74 P76 076 A4S2 M44 14871. Engine No. 4412072.
Registration expired 06/08/1998, label still attached. Originally registered Vic. plates LYC-439.
Vic. sold and owned from new, second elderly owner, in covered storage for past sixteen years.
Reasonably easy, minimal cost restoration to obtain RWC, then you determine how far you wish to
take it. Sound mechanically, runs well, engine has had some work done over it’s life, generally a good
straight body, hoist lift for further inspection to ascertain actual underbody condition, but no immediate
or major costly work anticipated to be needed. Being a ‘late’ build in the model the ‘poverty pack’
bench seat and full width rubber floor mat could be replaced with P76 bucket seats, a fully carpeted
floor and a Factory radio if requested at time of order. This car is so equipped from new. Interior is
tidy and clean, stock dash, Factory heater. Car is complete in all other details.
Bitter Apricot in colour, reasonably good appearance with C & P, Tan Imperial trim, good chrome
All internal fittings are there, if you are knowledgeable with your P76’s you will know that this is a rare
model example from new, much more so now with maybe less than fifty examples left, and a good
chance that less than half of them are actually currently mobile and in this condition. (stc).
This car is in VGC overall considering it has been off the road for sixteen years and would be well
worth the purchase and restoration in order to have a rare model. Trailer needed to transport.
Car is located in Northern Victoria. Photos of the car attached below
Victorian P76 Club Member selling on behalf of time poor owner. Initial enquiries please contact.
Philip Mc Cumisky

03 54 84 2020 – Mobile- 0408 842 800.

$7,500.00

firm.

You can advertise your vehicle IN HERE for
free
Please contact Editor at
andyfrith@netspace.net.au and provide a
short description
Please Include the VIN or Engine Number
and photos for your entry
Items will be advertised for three months.
Contact the Editor to extend your
advertisement or to remove it if sold.

